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Big Slick Daddy: Poker Strategies for Parenting Success
Good Parentingcm Seal Honors Book that Explains How to Turn Poker Skills into Parenting Thrills
Nutley, New Jersey. (June 23rd, 2008). The Good Parentingcm Seal from Parental Wisdom, a patented parenting website that
recognizes parents as the real experts in knowing their children best, recognizes and awards the seal to Big Slick Daddy: Poker
Strategies for Parenting Success by Mark Borowski.
Big Slick is an Ace and a King, one of the best hands in poker, and this book helps fathers create a successful parenting hand. With
real-life stories of fathers who have applied these ideas and insightful examples, this is the entertaining and helpful resource you’ll
wish someone had given you the day your first child was born. This book can be used at the card table and at the dinner table – at the
Texas Hold ‘Em Tournament and at your child’s soccer tournament.
Mark’s book helps fathers build strong, healthy relationships with their kids by providing practical, hands-on information that is easy
to read and easy to use. Mark is like so many fathers who find it challenging to balance work and family. After putting his family
first for the past nine years as a part-time at-home dad, Mark shares his experiences with fathers to inspire them to better relationships
with their kids.
Readers will discover:
• Their own answers to introspective questions that help create strong, healthy relationships with their kids.
• Examples and stories from successful parents who model the behavior they explain.
• The latest research on fathers and the impact of their involvement on their children.
• Many ways they influence their children on a daily basis, and how to ensure they’re positive.
• How and why to turn common negative situations into positive ones with a simple approach.
• The profound short- and long-term impact that limits and expectations have on children.
• Why they should avoid empty threats that goad kids into the behavior they desire.
• How to express their feelings to their children through actions, words, and non-verbal communication.
• Why they should show an interest in their child’s activities, even if they’re not interested in the activity itself.
Mark takes what he has learned from the pressure-packed experience of high stakes poker and applies it to where the stakes are the
highest – raising kids in this crazy world. Read it and reap.
Big Slick Daddy: Poker Strategies for Parenting Success can be ordered directly at the author’s website www.BigSlickDaddy.com,
from Barnes & Noble at www.b&n.com, or from www.amazon.com.
Author: Mark J. Borowski, M.S., ISBN: 978-0-9777152-2-0, Retail Price: $14.95, Publisher: The Learning Interface
www.LearningInterface.com
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mark is a husband of 11 years and father of two great kids, Ashley and Olivia. He speaks and writes to parents through a variety of
media forms about the importance of their roles, and provides resources to help them build strong, healthy relationships with their
children. He started his own training business when his first child was born so he could be more of an at-home dad, which ultimately
led to writing Big Slick Daddy. Mark enjoys a hearty laugh, a poignant sermon, a live sporting event, and of course, a good poker
game.
ABOUT THE GOOD PARENTINGCM SEAL
Evaluated by parents, the Seal is awarded to books and media that address parenting issues, and that are clear, helpful and actionable.
The Seal exists to resolve the issue of parents with limited time and money to sort through the many thousand books, millions of
websites and other media when researching advice on raising children. Parental Wisdom has been awarded the Good Parenting
certification mark by the U.S. Patent office. For more information visit www.parentalwisdom.com
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